Host ACTDJamieO says:
<<The USS Huron has been dispatched to an abandoned Romulan Outpost on Jarvis 2 to look for answers as to the CEO's sickness>>

Host ACTDJamieO says:
<<<<<<<<<<Begin>>>>>>>>>

CPT_Thornne says:
::On the bridge watching Jarvis II on the view screen::

CNS_Reyvad says:
::at the helm::

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@::on the planet, scaning the area with his tricorder::

AS_Kalis says:
::at the tactical station on the bridge::

CPT_Thornne says:
ALL: Status Report

CNS_Reyvad says:
::adjusts their orbit slightly::

OPS_Jackson says:
::at OPS, scanning the annomaly::

Host Captain_Skyler says:
::Enters Bridge::

Host CO_Prin says:
%::on the bridge of the BOP, waiting to rendez vous with the Huron::

SCI_Lyon says:
@::on surface scanning for lifesigns::

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
$::On the bridge in the XO's chair::

Host Captain_Skyler says:
Captain Thornne: Prepare to receive the new CO. Captain Prin abouard the I.K.S. Gorkon

CNS_Reyvad says:
CPT: Nothing much to report, Captain...  the anomaly hasn't moved

AS_Kalis says:
CPT: Nothing yet, sir.

TKar says:
$::Standing by Sub-Commander TLath::

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$::in her command chair reading the sensor reports::

OPS_Jackson says:
CPT: Continueing scans, Lock on AT.

CPT_Thornne says:
Captain Skyler: Aye, and by the way congratulations on your promotion

Host Captain_Skyler says:
Captain Thornne: thank you

Host CO_Prin says:
%::is becoming anxious.  Looks around the bridge::  Self:  If I every step foot on a BOP again, it will be too soon...  I like my comforts.

SCI_Lyon says:
@CTO: Scanning the area, sir, but no definate answers yet.

Sub-Com_T`Pel says:
$::Looking at engineering console::

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@SCI_Lyon: Can you scan that area over there. i'm getting some strange readings and i want you to confirm it ::points::

Host Captain_Skyler says:
ACTION: The Away Team approaches the end of the coridor, a Door laden with the romulan Shield is on the door

OPS_Jackson says:
AS: I'm going to start a level 3 plasma thermal scan, can you cross-refrence it with tactical sensors?

TKar says:
$::walks over to a science console, and runs a diagnostic::

Host CO_Prin says:
%Captain:  ETA to the Huron ?

AS_Kalis says:
OPS: Understood.

SCI_Lyon says:
@CTO: Aye, sir.  ::moves to position::

Host Captain_Skyler says:
ACTION: The I.K.S. Gorkon enters the Jarvis system

Host CO_Prin says:
%<Captain> CO:  ETA is in two minutes.

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
$All: System Report.

Host CO_Prin says:
%Captain:  Please open Comm Channel...

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$T'Lath: Anything on LRS?

Sub-Com_T`Pel says:
$:CO: Engineering ready

TKar says:
$TLath:Science systems appear to be opertional.

SCI_Lyon says:
@::looks at the crest on the door:: CTO: That is what I think it is, right sir?

Host CO_Prin says:
%<Ops> CO:  Comm Channel opened.

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
$CO: Salur, We are running at peak effeciency at the moment.

Host CO_Prin says:
%@COM:USS Huron:   USS Huron, this Capt Prin.  We should be arriving in about 1 min.

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$TLath: Excellent!

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@::moves to the doors ,gives them a slight push, and the doors open::

OPS_Jackson says:
CPT/Captain: Message from Captain Prin, sirs, their ETA is 1 minute

TKar says:
$Salur:Orders sir?

Sub-Com_T`Pel says:
$::Monitoring::

Host Captain_Skyler says:
ACTION: The doors open, and reveal a genetics laboratory

SCI_Lyon says:
@::follows the CTO, looking all over:: CTO: Sir, I somehow feel not to happy about this........

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$ALL: Prepare to transport to the surface.

Host Captain_Skyler says:
OPS: Verywell Lt.

Sub-Com_T`Pel says:
::Salur:: Yes'm

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
$::Stands and looks around the bridge.........watching those transporting leave::

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$TLath: Make sure everyone is armed.

TKar says:
$Salur:Yes sir.

CPT_Thornne says:
*COM*CO_Prin: Welcome to the Huron, we are standing by ready to recieve you

Host CO_Prin says:
%COM:USS Huron:  I'm sending the coordinates over for beam out.

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$::heads for the TR::

SCI_Lyon says:
@::scans the entire place, getting information that is needed::

TKar says:
$::follows Salur::

Host CO_Prin says:
%COM:USS Huron:  Thank you Capt, we are almost there.

Sub-Com_T`Pel says:
$::Follows the commander::

OPS_Jackson says:
CPT/Captain: Recieving coordinates

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@::enters the room:: SCI_Lyon: it's just an abbandoned laboratory, you probably have nothing to worrie about

CPT_Thornne says:
*Transporter Room*Stand by to recieve Captain Prin

OPS_Jackson says:
::sends the coordinates to the Transporter Chief::

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$::enters TL and waits for the others::

CPT_Thornne says:
Captin: SHe is your ship, I am just filling in you have command for the transfer

Host CO_Prin says:
%Captain:  Thank you for the lift.  Its been fun...  We need to get together again so I can get that song right.  ::laughs::

TKar says:
$::enters TL::

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
$::Heads for the TL with the others::

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@::starts to throughly scan the room with his tricorder::

SCI_Lyon says:
@CTO: Sir, I'm a born worry pot and its saved my miserable hide a number of times.  My mother says that one can never worry too much.

Sub-Com_T`Pel says:
$::Enters the TL::

CPT_Thornne says:
*CTO* Away Team Report

Host CO_Prin says:
%<Captain> CO:  Its was good to have you aboard.  Good Luck Capt.

CNS_Reyvad says:
::tries to remember where he knows the name Prin from::

AS_Kalis says:
OPS: I'm still not getting anything on the anomaly... are you?

Host Captain_Skyler says:
<CO Gorkon> ::Slaps Prin hard on the back and bellows a deep throated laugh:: I only wish that we had beautiful warriors like you more often.

Host CO_Prin says:
%COM:USS Huron:  Ready for transport.

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$TKar: I need you to keep an eye open for any unauthorized personnel when we get down there.

OPS_Jackson says:
AS: No, the gravity fluctuations around it are disrupting sensors

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@*CPT_Thorne*: We have found a laboratory deep in cave and are now searching it for anything valuable.

CNS_Reyvad says:
OPS: Isn't there anything we can do to find out if it's a cloaked ship?

TKar says:
$::nods::Salur:Of course sir.  That is part of my permament duty.

AS_Kalis says:
OPS: I'll try boosting the intensity of the scans...

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$::exits the TL and enters the TR:: All: Let's get going.

Host CO_Prin says:
Captain Gorkon:   Your such a sweet talker...   We shall meet again, I bet..  ::grins::

SCI_Lyon says:
@::keeps scanning the lab for any and all information::

CNS_Reyvad says:
::mind wanders again, back to the Trill initiate program::

TKar says:
$::follows Salur into the TR::

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
$::Walks to the console and programs her trasporter padd differently from the others::

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$::Steps onto the pad:: All: Ready?

Sub-Com_T`Pel says:
$::Steps onto TP pad::

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
$::Walks up on the the Trasporter pad::

Host Captain_Skyler says:
@ACTION: a small beast, approx 2 meters tall jumps up onto one of the benches

TKar says:
$::on a TL pad::Salur:Yes sir.  TLath:What are you doing?

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$All: Check your weapons!

OPS_Jackson says:
CNS: We could use the main deflector dish to ignite a tachyon beam, that should cut through the gravity fluctuations and allow us a clear scan

TKar says:
$::steps off the TL pad::

Sub-Com_T`Pel says:
$::checks:: Ready!!

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@::swiftly turns arround and takes out his phaser::

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
$TKar: Just checking the coordinates::

SCI_Lyon says:
@::shrieks un-officer like and stares at the animal::

TKar says:
$TLath:They were pre-programmed were they not? ::walks over to the console::

Host CO_Prin says:
%COM:USS Huron:  Ready for transport.

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$TC: Ready for transport.

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@::sets the phase to heavy stun and fires at the animal::

CPT_Thornne says:
Captain: Will you welcome the new CO over it should be you not me

Host Captain_Skyler says:
@ACTION: Before the Huron AT can react, the beast is struck down by Romulan Disruptor Fire

CNS_Reyvad says:
::mumbles::  Prin...  Prin...

SCI_Lyon says:
@::recovers and scans the animal::  CTO: I'll have an analysis for you in a moment, sir.

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
TKar: It's fine now.  Just leave it alone

OPS_Jackson says:
<TR Chief> ::Energizes the CO over::

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$<TC>: Initiating transport now.

TKar says:
$TLath:however...we have little time.::walks back to the TL pad::

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
$::Nods that she's ready for transport::

OPS_Jackson says:
::notices the CNS not listening and looks over to the AS:: AS: How does that sound to you?

Sub-Com_T`Pel says:
$::Waits for it..::

SCI_Lyon says:
@::looks at the beast again and looks like a fish out of water:: CTO: Uhm,  sir?

CNS_Reyvad says:
OPS: I'm sorry, what?

Host CO_Prin says:
$::gets ready for transport::

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$::materializes on the surface::

TKar says:
$:;stands waiting on the TR pad::

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@::notices the animal being struck by a disruptor:: SCI_Lyon: can you detect where the fire came from?

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Materializes on the Huron::

TKar says:
$::arrives on the surface::

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::In sick bay::

AS_Kalis says:
OPS: Sounds good to me. ::Wonders why she didn't think of that, mentally kicks herself::

Sub-Com_T`Pel says:
$::Materializes::

SCI_Lyon says:
@CTO: Determining that now, sir.  ::scans all over::

Host Captain_Skyler says:
ACTION: Unknown to the Huron Crew: TLath materializes in Cargo Bay One

TKar says:
$::looks around::ALL:Where is TLath?

Host CO_Prin says:
::materializes on the Huron::

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Looks around the Cargo bay::

CNS_Reyvad says:
::mind already wandering, just on the edge of remembering the name::

TKar says:
$::takes out a Romulan scanning device, and scans the area::

OPS_Jackson says:
AS: Can you ready the Tachyon beam?  I'll set up the sensors and EPS grid

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$TKar: Where is TLath?

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::turns on the lamp on her tricorder and holds her phaser in her other hand::

TKar says:
$ALL:I am picking up no sign of T'Lath

Host Captain_Skyler says:
::enters TR 1:: captain Prin. ::smiles:: It's been a long time

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@::waits the results of SCI's scans and proceeds with caution of scanning the area::

Host CO_Prin says:
::looks around and sees the TR Chief and goes up to him::  Ens: Good Day,  ::Turns and sees Skyler::

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$TKar: Continue your scans.

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Finds the door and walks to it......it opens as she approaches::

CNS_Reyvad says:
::starts going through the names of the symbionts he memorized::

TKar says:
$Salur:Of course.  In the meantime, what is our primary objective?

AS_Kalis says:
OPS: Already done.

Host CO_Prin says:
::Smiles::  Captain Sklyer:  Its been a long time, its good to see you.  How is Lynn and Jack ?

SCI_Lyon says:
@::scans some more and fiddles with his tri-corder:: CTO: In a moment, sir.

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$::walks ahead scanning the area::

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Peeks out into the corridore::

Host CO_Prin says:
::goes and shakes his hand::

TKar says:
$::continues scaning the area, walking after Salur::

Host Captain_Skyler says:
They are fine. ::smiles:: Jack is with Lynn, on a picnic in the Holodeck

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
<corridor>

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Makes her way down the hall way looking for an inconspicuous way to sick bay::

CPT_Thornne says:
AS: What is the status on that anomoly?

CNS_Reyvad says:
::mumbles::  Jax, Dax, Olbrun, Kahn...

OPS_Jackson says:
::re-directs energy to the main deflector:: AS: Set target for tachyon beam at these coodinates ::sends tactical sensor coordinates::

Host Captain_Skyler says:
@ACTION: The Romulans enter the Laboratory and are picked up by the SCI's scans

Host CO_Prin says:
::smiles:: Capt Skyler:  I'm surprised that Jack has set up shop in astrometrics...  Lets say we head for the bridge.

OPS_Jackson says:
AS: I'll set sensors to scan.  We'll only get about a 5 minute scan before the gravity fluctuations disrupt the beam

Host Captain_Skyler says:
::Laughs:: after you,captain...She's yours now.

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@::a "beep" is released by the tricorder and it displays something  in the far corner of the room::

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Finds a room marked for maintenance equipment and sneeks inside::

AS_Kalis says:
CPT: We're trying to get a better scan, sir. I need just a few more minutes.

TKar says:
$::scans as they enter the lab::

SCI_Lyon says:
@CTO: Sir, Romlans just entered the lab.

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$TKar: We are to check out the laboratory.

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Walks to the computer and pulls up the ships schematics::

Host CO_Prin says:
Capt Sklyer:  Thanks...  So how do you like it out here.  BTW, Congratulations on your promotion.

OPS_Jackson says:
CPT: We are going to ignite a tachyon beam to cut through the gravity fluctuations, and get a clear scan what it is

Host Captain_Skyler says:
CO: It is nice....so far, very quiet

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@::notices the Romulans:: Romulans: identify yourself?

TKar says:
$Salur:I see.  there may be others present.

Host CO_Prin says:
::exits the TR::

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Finds a way through some on the ships interior to sick bay::

TKar says:
$Salur:there are othres present.

OPS_Jackson says:
::targets sensors:: AS: Ready

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Jots a couple of notes on her Romulan type padd and takes off through an air duct::

Host CO_Prin says:
::nods:: Capt Sklyer:  So what is the situation now ?  ::enters the TL::  Computer:  Bridge.

CNS_Reyvad says:
::clicks::  Prin, of course...  relatively young...  third host, I believe...

AS_Kalis says:
CPT: We're ready to start scanning.

CPT_Thornne says:
AS: Make it so

Host Captain_Skyler says:
ACTION: through a piece of One way glass, the Romulan Team spots the Huron Away Team

AS_Kalis says:
OPS: Go ahead.

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Finds the first intersection and turns the appropriate direction::

TKar says:
$Salur:Federation operatives sir.

Host Captain_Skyler says:
CO: unknown. the AT hasn't checked in yet

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Hits her knee and curses under her breath::

CNS_Reyvad says:
::looks up, realizing he just spoke aloud::

OPS_Jackson says:
AS: Sensors scanning, ready for tachyon beam

CPT_Thornne says:
OPS: Do we have comunications with the AT

Host CO_Prin says:
Capt Skyler:  Really ?  Have they been down there long ?  ::TL Stops and the door opens::

SCI_Lyon says:
@CTO: Sir, what now?

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$TKar: Are you sure about that?

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Finds a ladder and climbs up several flights::

Host Captain_Skyler says:
CO: long enough....

TKar says:
$::points through the glass::

AS_Kalis says:
OPS: You got it. ::fires the tachyon beam::

OPS_Jackson says:
CPT: Tachyon beam on, scanning through anamoly

FCO_Mara says:
@::walks up to CTO and awaits orders:"

TKar says:
$Salur:they may be disguised.  ::scans them with the scanning device:: I believe them to be Starfleet sir.

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$::looks in the direction that TKar is pointing::

OPS_Jackson says:
::scans all she can before the gravity disrupts the beam::

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@SCI: you cover me, while i check that source in the corner. In case the romulans decide to try something.

Host CO_Prin says:
::takes a deep breath, and enters the bridge, giving Skyler a quick look::

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Exits on the same deck as sick bay and crawls down another tube towards a duct that opens into sick bay::

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$TKar: Those pigs....

Host Captain_Skyler says:
::gives CO Prin a reassuring look::

TKar says:
$Salur:Intelligent pigs sir.  Permission to capture them?

OPS_Jackson says:
AS: Alright, I think we've caught all we can, close the beam

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@::slowly walks to the corner::

AS_Kalis says:
::closes the beam::

CNS_Reyvad says:
::hears the TL doors open, turns, sees them exit the TL::

Host CO_Prin says:
::enters the bridge and takes a good look around::

CPT_Thornne says:
::Looks over at Captain Prin and Captain Skyler as they enter::

SCI_Lyon says:
@::keeps scanning, trying to lock down on the

CNS_Reyvad says:
All: Captain on the bridge!

FCO_Mara says:
@CTO: orders?  ::looks around the lab::

SCI_Lyon says:
Romulan position::

CNS_Reyvad says:
All:  Er...  Captains...  uhhh...

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$TKar: take cover over by the large box there. You know we do not take prisoners.

OPS_Jackson says:
AS: Now we just need to compute sensor data ::begins computing::

Host CO_Prin says:
::smiles::  All:  At ease...

TKar says:
$Salur:The Tal Shiar do.  They may have valuable information about the Federation.

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Peeks through the air duct looking around for medical personnel::

AS_Kalis says:
OPS: I'm on it.

Host Captain_Skyler says:
::smiles::

CPT_Thornne says:
::Moves away from the big chair to make room for Prin::

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@FCO: I detected something in that corner ::points:: check that area

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$TKar: Now you stay put and cover my back. I'm going to talk to them.

FCO_Mara says:
@::walks over to the corner to investgate::

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Uses one of her gadgets to open the air duct and Crawls out into sick bay::

Host CO_Prin says:
All:  Hello Everyone, I'm Capt Prin...  Its pleasure to be here...

SCI_Lyon says:
@::moves about the lab, scanning all and everything, trying to find the Romulans::

TKar says:
$Salur:Inadvisable.  However, I will comply.

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Stands and looks around cautiously. Not seeing anyone dusts herself off::

TKar says:
$::takes out his disrupter and sets it to heavy stun::

Host Captain_Skyler says:
<EMH> TLath: Please State the Nature........You're Romulan.

OPS_Jackson says:
::sighs looking at the AS:: CPT_Thornne: Scans inconclusive, all I know is the mass of the thing

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$::Walks over to where the SF officers are standing holding her disrupter::

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Looks to the bio beds......::empty.....empty.......::Walks around::

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
EMH:  Would you believe that I just look like a Romulan?

Host CO_Prin says:
::goes over to Capt Thornne::  Capt Thornne: Hello Capt...  Its nice to meet you.  I'm Kayta Prin.  What is our situation ?

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@::approaches the corner and tries to find something that could be important::

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Sees her brother and moves quickly over to his side::

CPT_Thornne says:
CO: The away team has yet to report in, and we are tracking an anomoly that could be a cloaked ship

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Touches his cheek lightly:: <w> John, Oh John.  What's happened to you?

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$All: Hands up you federation magots!

Host Captain_Skyler says:
<EMH> TLath: what are you doing? that is a sick man there

AS_Kalis says:
::sighs, keeps working determinedly on the scans, hoping to find something she missed::

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
<John=Jonn>

TKar says:
$::aims his disrupter at the Starfleet officers::

SCI_Lyon says:
@::looks at Salur:: CTO: Sir, I found the Romulans........

Host CO_Prin says:
CPT Thornne:  What are we looking for exactly on the surface ?  Possible, Cloaked ship..... Romulan ?

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
EMH: A sick person needs relations of any kind. Romulan or not when they are sick.  I am this man's brother and I intend to stay by his side.

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@::looks back, and points his phaser there::

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$::looks at the Sci officer:: SCI: You, what are you doing here?

Host Captain_Skyler says:
<EMH> TLath: he has no surviving Kin. How do I know who you are?

SCI_Lyon says:
@::looks back at Salur:: Salur: Would you believe we just stumbled in here?

CPT_Thornne says:
CO: We are Officially conducting a planetary survey, for Star Fleet Research, unofficially we are looking for the remenants of a Romulan Genetics Lab

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$SCI: Answer me you son of a dog! You lie...

Host Captain_Skyler says:
ACTION: Shipwide scans detect an intruder. The Ship automatically goes to Red Alert

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Looks at the EMH quite impatiently:: EMH: If you don't believe me, take do a DNA test.  We are sibblings, it's easily provable.

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@Sub_Com_Salur: We are on a research mission, and have no hostilities to you.

OPS_Jackson says:
CPT/Captain/CO: Intruder alert sirs

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Hears the alert:: EMH: What have you done?

FCO_Mara says:
@::turns around and follows the CTO::

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$SCI: The federation does not stumble into places.

SCI_Lyon says:
@::looks frantically for the CTO:: Salur: Would I lie to you?  You do have the upper hand here......

TKar says:
$CTO:Then drop your weapon.

Host Captain_Skyler says:
::ears perk:: CO, your ship.

Host CO_Prin says:
OPS:  Go to red alert....

OPS_Jackson says:
::smiles to the CO:: CO: Red Alert, ma'am.  Intruder in Sick Bay

OPS_Jackson says:
::scans sickbay::

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Looks around frantically trying to decide what to do::

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$CTO: Quiet, you magot! I did not give you permission to speak!

Host CO_Prin says:
AS:  Please take a team and investigate....

OPS_Jackson says:
::looks at the CO suprised:: CO: It's a Romulan

AS_Kalis says:
CO: Aye, sir.

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
EMH: This can all be solved i fyou would take a DNA sample.  I am his brother.  I mean no harm to this ship.

AS_Kalis says:
OPS, generic TO: You're with me. :: heads for the TL::

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@TKar: drop my weapon. i say you drop your weapon. This phaser beam is set to wide spread, and i can take all of you in one shot.

FCO_Mara says:
@::walks up to the cto and turns to look at him::

CPT_Thornne says:
::Feels his heart sink:: OPS: Romulan, where?

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$CTO: This is what we do to federation pigs. ::raises her disrupter and fires at the Sci officer hitting him in the chest::

Host CO_Prin says:
CPT Thornne:  I think we got our answer...  Our anomaly is a Romulan Warbird.

TKar says:
$CTO:this is a Romulan facility.  Withdraw.

SCI_Lyon says:
@::groans and sinks to the floor::

OPS_Jackson says:
::follows the AS, letting <OPS2> takeover::

CNS_Reyvad says:
::whispers::  I'll just hold down the fort...  ::transfers OPS controls to the helm::

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
EMH: Please.  Before people arrive and try to take me away.  Take a DNA Sample!! I demand you take it now!

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$All: The rest of you drop your weapons now!

FCO_Mara says:
@CTO(whispering) They are hiding something .

TKar says:
$::levels his disruptor at the CTO::

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@::ducks to check SCI::

OPS_Jackson says:
::enters TL with AS::

CPT_Thornne says:
CO: It would look that way, better warn the AT

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Holds out her arm:: EMH: NOW!

AS_Kalis says:
::exits the TL, enters Sickbay cautiously, phaser pointed::

Host Captain_Skyler says:
@ACTION: the SCI receives a fatal wound. He slumps tot he ground, and dies

Host CO_Prin says:
CPT Thornne:  Most definitely..

CPT_Thornne says:
CO: The only question is are they Romulan Military or Tal Shiar?

SCI_Lyon says:
@::gives a last groan and expires::

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Gets behind the biobed with her brother on it.  Phaser at the ready just in case::

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@Salur: You killed him....

Host CO_Prin says:
COM:AT: Prin to AT, respond.

TKar says:
$Salur:Sir, we can take the rest back to the ship, for interrogation.

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$TKar: Take the prisoners out of the lab.

TKar says:
$Salur:Yes Subcommander.

Host Captain_Skyler says:
ACTION: a second shot kills K'Tirra, she also expires

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$CTO: You will learn not to play us for fools.

OPS_Jackson says:
::holds phaser out as she enters sick bay::

TKar says:
$AT:All of you .  Out, NOW.  Drop your weapons on the floor before you move.

Host CO_Prin says:
CNS:  Scan the surface, look for Romulan life signs...

CNS_Reyvad says:
CO: Aye, Captain   ::begins scans::

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Curses under her breath about incompetant EMH programs::

Host CO_Prin says:
CPT Thornne:  They are not responding, I don't like it.

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$TKar: Inform the ship we are beaming up with hostages now!

CPT_Thornne says:
CO: With your permission I would like to take a Security Team to Sick Bay, Jonn may be a target

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@TKar: you started this. and killed 2 of my ship's officers. you will pay. ::fires phasers::

TKar says:
$*Romulan ship*We are beaming up with hostages.  Energize.

OPS_Jackson says:
::enters and see TLath:: TLath: Freeze! Put down your weapon

Host CO_Prin says:
::nods:: Capt Thornne:  Granted...

CPT_Thornne says:
::Enters the TL:: Computer:SickBay

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
OPS: I will put down my weapon on one condition.

Host Captain_Skyler says:
ACTION: The Romulans beam back to the Warbird with the Prisoners.

AS_Kalis says:
TLath: Drop it!

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$::materializes back on her ship:: TKar: Take these prisoners to the brig for interogation.

CNS_Reyvad says:
CO: I detected something...  but it's gone now

Host Captain_Skyler says:
::Looks at CO with concern::

CPT_Thornne says:
::Enters sickbay to see a Romulan near Jonn::

TKar says:
$Salur:Happily.

CNS_Reyvad says:
CO: Didn't have a chance to identify it, though

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
AS: On one condition as I said. ::Still holding the phaser pointing at the other two::

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Sees CPT Thorne::

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@::reapears on the Romulan ship::

Host CO_Prin says:
CNS:  Our people....  ?  ::is becoming worried, looks over Skyler relaying this::

Host Captain_Skyler says:
ACTION: the warbird decloaks and fires on the Huron

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$::sighs and smiles::

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Still holding her phaser:: You haven't asked for my condition.

TKar says:
$AT:please, go ahead of me.

CPT_Thornne says:
T'Lath: Step away from my son

CNS_Reyvad says:
::takes the ship into evasive maneuvers, using only the generic, preprogrammed ones::

OPS_Jackson says:
::sees CPT:: CPT: He wants a "condition:

TKar says:
$::points disruptor at them.

AS_Kalis says:
TLath: No conditions. Drop it now!

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
Thorne: He's not your son, you Liar! He's my brother!

CPT_Thornne says:
AS: Stand down Lieutenant

Host CO_Prin says:
::takes her seat:: CNS:  Take us out of firing range...

TKar says:
$AT:You will find that we have extremely comfortable facilities on this ship.

Host Captain_Skyler says:
::guages the CO's reaction::

CNS_Reyvad says:
CO: Aye, Captain.  I'm not rated for combat...  sir

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$::follows along TKar to the brig::

Host Captain_Skyler says:
CO: Mind if I? ::grin::

CNS_Reyvad says:
::hands tremble as he plots the course::

Host CO_Prin says:
CNS:  Just do your best...

AS_Kalis says:
::looks at the CPT as if he's crazy, stands down::

Host Captain_Skyler says:
CNS: stand down, I'll take it from here

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$::smiles at TKar's statement::

TKar says:
$::walks along, with disruptor to the back of the AT::

Host CO_Prin says:
::Grins:: Capt Skyler:  Be my guest..  I know how you like to fly....

CNS_Reyvad says:
::nods to Skyler, quickly jumps to the OPS spot::

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Pointing the phaser at the group.  Hand on her brothers shoulder::

OPS_Jackson says:
::keeps her phaser up and looks at the CPT::

Host Captain_Skyler says:
::takes the helm, enguages evasives::

Host Captain_Skyler says:
ACTION: The warbird persues

CPT_Thornne says:
T'Lath: Your brother?  That is impossible, your people left him to die on that planet down there

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@::thinks of a way to escape , and to revenge the 2 officers::

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$::Enters the brig area::

TKar says:
$CTO:I suggest you sit down ::indicates a single chair::

Host Captain_Skyler says:
ACTION: The Warbird fires on the Huron. Aft shields are reduced to 21%

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@::sits down::

CPT_Thornne says:
::Thinks back, remembering a the little girl calling Jonn's name as she was carried aboard the transport::

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$All: Now get in there..::shoves the CTO::

OPS_Jackson says:
::feels the ship get hit and wonders whats going on::

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
Thorne: He was left to die because of his telepathic abilities.  But I was taken and spared.  Captain, Please.  I already told the EMH that I would submit myself to a DNA test to prove it.  He is my brother.

CNS_Reyvad says:
::tries to reroute power to shields, winces as he pushes the wrong button::

FCO_Mara says:
@::stand off to the side as the CTO sits down:;

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@Salur: don't shove me ::threatens::

CPT_Thornne says:
EMH: Do the DNA test

TKar says:
$CTO:Now.  ::takes a hand restraint and locks it over the CTO's hands:: CTO:what were you doing in our laboratory?

Host CO_Prin says:
CNS:  Reroute all non essential power to the shields...

CNS_Reyvad says:
::hesitates::  CO: ...  Aye...   sir

Host Captain_Skyler says:
ACTION: Warbird opens up with a barrage of Torpedoes. Aft Power Generators go offline, Huron is now adrift

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$::Slaps the CTO across the face:: CTO: Quiet until you are asked for answers.

TKar says:
$:turns to the FCO::FCO:Please ::indicates an area protected by a force field.::Inside.

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
Thorne: I will put down my phaser if you promise not to harm me.  I wish no harm to anyone here on the ship.  I just wanted to see my brother.

CNS_Reyvad says:
::tries again to reroute power, cringes as it makes a nasty beeping sound::

Host Captain_Skyler says:
ACTION: the warbird cloaks and dissappears

TKar says:
$FCO:NOW

CPT_Thornne says:
ALL: Put your weapons away

FCO_Mara says:
@::starts to walk over to area::

CNS_Reyvad says:
CO: I'm sorry...

TKar says:
$::pushes the FCO the rest of the way in, and engages the force-field::

CPT_Thornne says:
T'Lath: Are you asking for asylum?

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@TKar: You may slap me how much you want but you'll get the same answer. We were on a researsh mission.

AS_Kalis says:
::still on guard in case the Romulan intruder tries anything::

OPS_Jackson says:
::puts her weapon away, but keeps her hand on it, standing near the CPT::

TKar says:
$::turns back to CTO::CTO:We will see Lieutenant.  We will see.

Host CO_Prin says:
CNS:  Its not your fault....  Try hailing the Gorkon, see if they are still in the sector...  ::kicks herself for forgetting them::

Host Captain_Skyler says:
ACTION: auxilairy power generators kick in

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$::looks at TKar:: TKar: Which one pleases you?

CNS_Reyvad says:
CO: Aye, sir   ::presses the button clearly marked as subspace communications::

TKar says:
$Salur:I will start with their tactical officer, he may know more.  If he is resistant, we will have to change tactics. ::smiles:: I assure you, we WILL fid everything they know,.

TKar says:
<find>

Host Captain_Skyler says:
<EO3> *CO*: umm sir, we're going to need to put into Starbase for repairs sir.  we can get back under impulse, but that's all I can give you sir

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@::checks of the romulan officers left::

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$::walks over to the FCO: FCO: Tell me your name pig.

TKar says:
$::walks over to a table, and picks up a head-band which he wraps around the CTO's head::

CNS_Reyvad says:
::sends a message to the Klingons...  or, at least...  hopes he does::

CPT_Thornne says:
<EMH>::Scans T'Lath with a Tricorder::

Host CO_Prin says:
EO3:  Give me what you can.....

TKar says:
$CTO:Now.  We can do this the easy way. or we can do this the hard way.  What were you doing on that planet?

FCO_Mara says:
@SAlur: Hewitt.

Host CO_Prin says:
CNS:  Transport our people from the surface...

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@TKar: as i said we were on an research mission. I do not know anything more.

CPT_Thornne says:
<EMH>CPT_Thornne:She is Lt Thornnes sibling sir

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$FCO: Hewitt? What kind of a name is that?

CNS_Reyvad says:
CO: Aye, s...  ::scans::  They're...  they're not there, sir

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
Thorne: For the moment, Let me just say I want to see my brother recover.  We'll talk more later.

TKar says:
$::sighs::CTO:You are only making this difficult for yourself mister...?

Host Captain_Skyler says:
<CO Gorkon> COM *Huron* Prin: what do you need?

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
TLar: I can't tell you something i don't know, can I?

TKar says:
$CTO:what is your name?

Host CO_Prin says:
::pales::  CNS:  What do you mean they are not there?!?......  The war bird...  ::slaps her head::

CPT_Thornne says:
T'Lath: Then we want the same thing, what do you know about his condition?

FCO_Mara says:
@Salur: Betazoid.

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Sets her phaser down::

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@Kar: Johnson, Tom Johnson.

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$FCO: I am sub commander Salur.

TKar says:
$CTO:Your rank, and position?

OPS_Jackson says:
::backs a bit away from the CPT as TLath lowers her weapon::

FCO_Mara says:
@Salur: I can't say its nice to meet you.

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
Thorne: I don't know much at all.  Only that he is ill enough to need me.  And since you do realize that I am truly his sister.  I will tell you this.  I do wish asylum here on the Huron.

Host CO_Prin says:
COM:IKS Gorkon: I've lost my warp engines, and we believe the Romulans have taken my AT prisoner.  Could you assist us.  I want my people back.

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@TKar: Liutenant JG, Chief tactical officer

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$FCO: Now tell me about your ship...tactical, weapons...

TKar says:
$CTO:Now then.  What were you doing in our research laboratory?

Host Captain_Skyler says:
%COM *Huron* Ahh, I will help.  Those Romulans wish they never touched such a beautiful warrior. They will sing songs about us

CPT_Thornne says:
*CO* We have a Romulan in sick bay requesting Asylum

FCO_Mara says:
@::puts hand across her chest and shakes her head "NO"::

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@TKar: We were researching this region of space. We didn't know that anything was down there until we found a cave with a romulan crest.

Host CO_Prin says:
::smiles weakly::  COM:IKS Gorkon:  Thank you my friend.  I would be honoured to go into battle with you.

AS_Kalis says:
CPT: Would you like her to be escorted to quarters?

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@TKar: we entered and found that research laboratory of yours.

Host Captain_Skyler says:
%COM *Huron Qa'Pla!

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
Thorne: Please, no.  I want to stay with Jonn.

Host CO_Prin says:
CPT_Thornne:  Bring the Romulan to the observation lounge.  I will talk to him/her there.

TKar says:
$CTO:What is the best way to disable your vessel?

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$::hits the FCO in the back of the head:: FCO: I order you to tell us what your ship was doing in this area,

FCO_Mara says:
@::rubs back of head but won't speak::

CPT_Thornne says:
AS: She has not seen her brother in over 30 years LT, I do not think she will be going far from SB for a while

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Looks down at her brother with care and concern brimming her eyes::

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$::starts to play with her disrupter::

OPS_Jackson says:
::relaxes a bit as the romulan seems to be more relaxed::

CNS_Reyvad says:
::backs away from the OPS station, vowing to himself never to take it again::

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@TKar: I am not at liberty to share that information with you

TKar says:
$CTO:Wrong answer.  ::powers an electic current and shots it thorugh the headband::

Sub_Com_Salur says:
$FCO: Now!!!!!

Host CO_Prin says:
::sighs::  Self:  This is not one of my better starts.... I hope the AT doesn't pay for it.

AS_Kalis says:
CPT: As you wish, sir.

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Looks up at the CPT quite relieved and then back at her brother::

CTO_LtJg_Tom says:
@::feels the shock::

TKar says:
<shoots>

Host Captain_Skyler says:
ACTION: the CTO fades unconsious

FCO_Mara says:
@Salur: You can shout all you want but I will not tell you.

TKar says:
$CTO:there will be more.

CPT_Thornne says:
T'Lath: As mission comander I give you Asylum, welcome to the federation, I am sure our CO will want to meet you

Sub-Commander_TLath says:
::Nods in acknowledgement........eyes never leaving her brother::

Host Captain_Skyler says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>


